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Introduction

• Students often have trouble selecting meaningful & refined topics for assignments

• Enter **searching to learn** strategy

• Today: hands-on session with a guided practice exercise

Previous slide Maze: http://www.flickr.com/photos/wwwworks/2786241330/sizes/z/in/photostream/
Searching to Learn
The Problem

• Difficulty selecting meaningful topics
• Low-level questions common
• Lack of background (world) knowledge
• Related struggles with
  • Formulating a search query
  • Determining what information is relevant
• Students need information seeking knowledge AND content knowledge
Searching to Learn

- Strategy to actively construct background knowledge
- Combining prior knowledge and the information found in the search results lists
- Begin with a general or broad topic
- Carry out searches – multiple resources
- Discover important concepts or aspects from the search results
- Expand basic understanding
- Observe specialized terminology in the topic area
Background

• **Pre-search and discovery process** (Fontichiaro, 2013)
  • Give students time to discover before settling down on a refined topic
  • Common strategies
    • Wikipedia, encyclopedia
    • Provide short introductory text

• **Additional strategy: exploratory searching**
  • Use *searching to learn* as a major part of the discovery process
Exploratory Phase Doesn't Come Naturally

- Kuhlthau (1994) research: Information Search Process
- Students did not consider the exploratory stages "a legitimate part of the search process"
- "...lack of tolerance for the early exploratory stages..."
- "Rarely did students acknowledge the need for time to read and reflect in order to formulate a focus to move the search ahead."
- Apparently school librarians need to teach this
Searching as a Learning Process

- Jansen, Booth, & Smith (2009) information searching can be considered a learning process
- Use searching not for decision making or problem solving but for learning
- Use learning theory to understand information searching
Learning Happens **While** Searching!

- Saito et al. (2011, 2012) investigated "the changes in users' mental representations of a topic during their exploratory search..."
- Used concept maps to "compare the users’ knowledge before and after a search."
- Analysis of the concept maps showed participants changed their knowledge structure based on what they learned during their search
Concept mapping
Concept Mapping

- Technique for representing knowledge in maps
- Concept maps are networks of concepts
- Networks consist of nodes and links
- Nodes represent concepts and links represent the relations between concepts
- Links might be labeled to describe relationship
- Hierarchical links (from general to specific)
- Cross-links (between domains, across hierarchy)
Concept Map

Graph is connected by Set N of Nodes represented as Points, Boxes, Geometric Shapes.

Set R of Relations represented as lines can be Straight, Curved.
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Guided Exercise
Example – “reading”
Initial concept map – “reading”
1. Dimensions of Reading Motivation and Their Relation to Reading Behavior and Competence.
Subjects: READING motivation; READING -- Research; CURIOSITY; READING comprehension; CHOICE (Psychology); MOTIVATION (Psychology)

2. Associations Between Reading Achievement and Independent Reading in Early Elementary School: A Genetically Informative Cross-Lagged Study.
Subjects: EDUCATIONAL psychology -- Research; EXPERIMENTAL design; LONGITUDINAL method; READING achievement; INDEPENDENT reading; ELEMENTARY education

Subjects: READING comprehension; READING; MOTIVATION (Psychology); GRADING & marking (Students); LEISURE; QUESTIONNAIRES
4. Exploring intrinsic and extrinsic reading motivation among very good and very poor readers.
Subjects: READING motivation; MOTIVATION in education; READERS -- Evaluation; CHILDREN -- Books & reading; RESEARCH; READING -- Ability testing; CASE studies; ENGLAND

5. Helping Students With Moderate and Severe Intellectual Disability Access Grade-Level Text.
Subjects: CHILDREN with mental disabilities -- Education (Elementary); READING strategies; READING comprehension; READING comprehension -- Study & teaching; LITERACY; READING exercises; CHILDREN with mental disabilities --

6. Becoming the Reading Mentors Our Adolescents Deserve: Developing a Successful Sustained Silent Reading Program.
Subjects: CASE studies; SILENT reading; TEENAGERS -- Books & reading; LITERACY -- Research; LITERACY programs; READING(Secondary); Exam Preparation and Tutoring
Post-search concept map
Guided Exercise: Individually

- Create initial concept map on plate tectonics
  - 2 minutes
- Study search results on plate tectonics
  - 6 minutes
- Create new concept map on plate tectonics
  - 4 minutes
Guided Exercise: Individually

• Create initial concept map on plate tectonics
  • 2 minutes
• Study search results on plate tectonics
  • 6 minutes
• Create new concept map on plate tectonics
  • 4 minutes
Time’s Up!

Next Step: study the search results
Guided Exercise: Individually

- Create initial concept map on plate tectonics
  - 2 minutes

- **Study search results on plate tectonics**
  - 6 minutes

- Create new concept map on plate tectonics
  - 4 minutes
Time’s Up!

Next Step: create a new concept map
Guided Exercise: Individually

• Create initial concept map on plate tectonics
  • 2 minutes
• Study search results on plate tectonics
  • 6 minutes
• Create new concept map on plate tectonics
  • 4 minutes
Time's Up!

Next Step: organize into groups of 3
Guided Exercise: Groups

- Concept map discussion (10 minutes)
  - compare maps
  - discuss individual pre- and post-searching to learn differences
  - discuss between group map differences
Guided Exercise: Groups

- Concept map discussion (10 minutes)
  - compare maps
    - discuss individual pre- and post-searching to learn differences
    - discuss between group map differences

2 minutes
Time’s Up!

Next Step: debrief
Wrap-up

• What did you learn?
• Will you use searching to learn strategies?
  • If so, how?

• Presentation materials available:
  http://digitalcommons.usu.edu/itls_facpub/253/
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